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&
Roger R. Johnson

EXT-NIGHT-FLORIDA

Darkness. The sound of a radio can be heard above the sounds of pouring
rain.

A car drives out of the darkness it's headlights cutting through the rain.
The car swerves and bumps up over a curb. A man RANDAL STEVENS peers out
through the fogged up car window.

He puts up the hood of a cheap ten cent rain poncho as he steps from the
truck. He moves to the front of the vehicle. He looks to the front of the
truck.

He sees a sign that reads Welcome to Florida. We hear a zipping and
rustling noise as Randal pulls out a camera. Randal pulls it to his face to
examine it and open the lens cap. He looks to the Florida sign, then to the
truck.

Randal's hands enter the frame and pop the hood. He then puts his camera
onto the top of the radiator. Randal uses the front bumper to step up under
the hood. He climbs up into the engine compartment and looks through it. He
looks to the sign. He Hits the button.

A beeping can be heard as Randal jumps out from under the hood of his car.
He makes his way to the sign, tearing off his rain poncho like superman
racing to a crime scene. He is wearing a tropical patterned shirt under the
poncho.

Randal reaches the leg of the sign and looks back to the camera. The camera
can be heard beeping.

The beeping becomes more rapid.

He looks to the camera and brings his arm up to his chest. He waits, he is
tense.

The camera continues to beep.

Randal waits. The beeping grows very rapid. Randal smiles as big as he can
and gives a thumbs up to the camera. A flash goes off illuminating the
whole area. The camera begins to rewind.

2-EXT-DAY-BRITISH COLUMBIA MOUNTAINSIDE

A camera rewinds. It stops and a pair of hands open up the back of the
camera pulling out a used roll of film. The hands belong to LLOYD KENNEDY a
big foot hunter who looks like what he seeks. He efficiently loads another
roll of film.

Lloyd is sitting on top of a large rock. Something catches his eye. He
quickly puts a pair of binoculars up to his eyes. They are taped in the
middle matching the tape on his glasses.

He sees nothing but black.

He puts down the binoculars and removes the lens caps. He lifts the
binoculars back to his eyes. Scanning the trees Lloyd sees nothing. He sets
the binoculars down to look again with his own eyes. He sniffs into the
air. He smiles. Lloyd leaps from the rock.

Lloyd begins a rapid decent down a zip line. The rope stretches, Lloyd dips
toward the river.

Lloyd speeds across the stream.

A pair of feet hit the ground, A sound of Lloyd unhooking his harness. The
feet take off. Lloyd scrambles over a few rocks and into the trees running.

He runs into a small clearing. He looks right, then left and runs out of
the left side of the frame. The camera holds on the clearing where there is
a broken branch in the foreground. Lloyd enters back into the frame from
the left and spots the broken branch. There is a small tuft of hair on the
branch. He examines it then sniffs into the air, he smells something and
runs off towards it to the right side of the screen.

Lloyd runs through the woods.

Lloyd runs up a steep slope he moves gracefully over and under the
obstacles in his way.

Lloyds foot comes down out of the top of the frame smashing the flowers. He
looks left and then right, then continues running.

Lloyd runs up or down a hill.

Lloyd runs leaping from a log and out of frame.

A Spider sits quietly on its web. Lloyd enters the frame and turns running
away from the camera.

Lloyd leaps over a large rock. His camera is out at arms length snapping
pictures as he lands.

                                   LLOYD
     Ah Ha...

He looks down to see that he is in the middle of a spot of trampled down
grass.

His attention is drawn to an impression in the ground, a large footprint.
Lloyd He snaps a few pictures.

Lloyd brings in a tape measure. The foot print measures 18 inches in
length.

Lloyd unfolds a map and writes something on it. The map is covered with
other bits of writing all over it. He is distracted by a smell. Looking
around he is able to tell where the smell is coming from. He looks into the
grass.

He pulls out his camera and takes a picture. He moves his hand through the
grass and leans down to sniff the ground. Lloyd's hand comes out of the
grass with a pile of droppings. He smiles to himself and pulls out a
plastic bag. The droppings go into the bag and Lloyd wipes his hand on the
ground.

3-INT-DAY-A COLLEGE LIBRARY

A college student sits at a table studying. He is distracted by two other
students. BEN and BRITTANY sitting at another table making too much noise.

                                  BRITTANY
     Yuck, Ugh...

                                    BEN
     I'm sorry that was a bad joke.

                                  BRITTANY
     That's horrible.

                                    BEN
     OK, I said I was sorry... Did you here the one about the lady who
     fell into a vat of food coloring.

PAIGE DONNER another student approaches the group of students.

                                   PAIGE
     She died.

Brittany groans.

                                    BEN
     You've heard that one,

                                   PAIGE
     Heard it, I wrote it.

                                  BRITTANY
     Your getting material from Paige. You need to raise your
     standards.

                                    BEN
     It was her joke.

                                   PAIGE
     OK, knock it off. Hey, I can't make our get together on Thursday,
     I'm leaving sooner than I had planned.

                                  BRITTANY
     Going to get a jump start on being the next Jane Goodall.

                                   PAIGE
     Actually the Africa thing didn't work out.

                                  BRITTANY
     That's too bad. You have another internship lined up?

                                   PAIGE
     Alaska.

                                    BEN
     Hey Boo-boo, going to live with the Grizzly Bears.

                                   PAIGE
     Nothing that exciting, I'll probably be doing office work.

                                    BEN
     We should go out to dinner, my treat.

                                   PAIGE
     Where ever you want to go, I'm starving.

                                  BRITTANY
     We should see if we can get a table at that new place Roger's
     (French)

                                    BEN
     It's pronounced Rouges I don't have enough money for someplace
     expensive.

                                  BRITTANY
     It's not that expensive.

                                   PAIGE
     Hey you could come over to my place and help me clean out the
     refrigerator.

                                  BRITTANY
     Left over's?

                                   PAIGE
     No, it's all edible, we don't have to wait in line, it's almost
     free.

                                    BEN
     Almost? I do have some money.

                                   PAIGE
     I need help hauling my couch to the dumpster.

                                  BRITTANY
     Now that's a good joke.

                                   PAIGE
     I'll see you in about... say a half hour at my place. I have to
     run over to the records office.

                                    BEN
     OK we'll see you in a bit.

4-INT-DAY-RANDALS APARTMENT

Randal is admiring his collection of welcome signs. He steps forward with
some glass cleaner and a paper towel. The glass is immaculately clean, but
Randal cleans it anyway. The huge three by four foot frame is hung
perfectly level, but he adjusts it.

The apartment door opens and in steps Randal's collage room mate BOB.

                                    BOB

     Hey.

                                   RANDAL
     Hey, forty-nine down, one to go.

Bob sinks down into a well used sofa. He sits for a moment then looks
around on the sofa, an end table, and the floor. His attention turns to the
TV. The remote control is on top of the TV.

                                    BOB
     Yea.

Bob sluggishly gets up off the sofa, and grabs the remote. Bob turns on the
TV. The volume is set to loud. Bob adjusts the volume, momentarily up and
then down to a decent level.

                                   RANDAL
     I got my Florida.

                                    BOB
     What?

                                   RANDAL
     I got my Florida sign.

Bob walks over to Randal and his collection.

                                    BOB
     Where?

                                   RANDAL
     I was in Florida, I left on Thursday and got back about a two
     hours ago. Stopped at the Photo Palace, thanks to the miracle of
     one hour developing, well look.

Randal excitedly points to his collection. Bob gets up to look.

He looks right at Randal for a moment then turns his gaze to the array of
pictures before him. Randal gives an encouraging smile. Bob scans the
pictures. Randal points to the Florida sign photo.

                                    BOB
     Florida?

                                   RANDAL
     I got my Florida photo.

                                    BOB
     Really?

                                   RANDAL
     It's my second to last photo, my collection is almost complete.

                                    BOB
     Gone to Florida?

                                   RANDAL
     I've been gone for four days, I drove down on...

                                    BOB
     For a picture? What about finals?

                                   RANDAL
     I only missed three classes, I'm doing good in those. If I do
     well on my final paper, I might just be able to pass my fourth.

Bob heads back to the sofa. Randal rambles on.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     I also got a replacement for my Alabama welcomes you. I was
     making a weird face in my old one. There was a fly and well...
     Any way. I'm going to get AK next.

                                    BOB
     AK?

                                   RANDAL
     Alaska. I thought I told you before. I'm going to go next year. I
     have it all figured out. Just a second.

Randal goes into another room.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     Yep, gonna Finish my collection.

Bob is now completely tuned into the TV. Bob lays down on the couch.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     Here it is.

There is a knock on the door. Bob sits up.

                                    BOB
     What's today.

Randal comes into the living room holding a file folder stuffed full of
papers.

                                   RANDAL
     The fifteenth, Why?

Bob moves to the door of the kitchen and sticks his head in. He turns back
around to face Randal

                                    BOB
     No the Day, What day is it.

                                   RANDAL
     Sunday. Study date?

                                    BOB
     OK... Cover for me.

                                   RANDAL
     sure?

Bob exits heads to the bathroom. Randal goes into the kitchen. We see Bob
brushing his teeth. We hear Randal answer the door.

                                   RANDAL
     Hi, I'm Bobs room mate Randal. You must be...

                                   STACEY
     Stacey. I hope I'm not here to early.

                                   RANDAL
     Not at all, Come on in. Bob is just about ready.

Bob begins to lift the toilet seat. Randal and Stacey enter the living
room. Bob closes the bathroom door. Randal lead Stacey in front of his
welcome sign collection. Stacey glances at it but is not interested.

                                   RANDAL
     Oh you noticed my welcome sign collection.

                                   Stacey
     Yea, very nice.

Randal beams like a proud father. Stacey tries to ignore him. They both
wait. Stacey breaks down.

                               Stacey(cont.)
     How many are there?

                                   RANDAL
     Forty-nine. I'm a state short.

                                   Stacey
     Yes you are.

                                   RANDAL
     can you guess which one?

                                   Stacey
     I don't see Iowa...

Stacey sees it.

                               Stacey(cont.)
     ...No wait Alaska.

She points to the spot where Alaska should be. She smudges the glass with
her finger. Randal wipes off the spot with his shirt.

                                   RANDAL
     AK, Alaska, I was just showing Bob my travel plans.

Randal holds up the file folder and pulls out a few pages of information.

                                   RANDAL
     It's about 8000 miles round trip, four to eight days travel time.
     I thought I might fly and rent a car to get to the sign, it
     wouldn't take as long but would cost me more money. I plan on
     saving up my money, be able to go at the end of the summer.

Bob enters the living room. He is dressed up nice.

                                    BOB
     Hey.

                                   Stacey
     (to Bob) Hey!

Bob and Stacey leave. Randal starts to move to the kitchen, The TV is still
on spewing out light and sound. Randal alters his course from the kitchen
to the sofa. He grabs the remote and aims it at the TV. The channel changes
to an ANCHOR on a news report. Randal stops in his tracks.

                                   ANCHOR
     ...Will change the look of Alaska.

He examines the remote, pulls it closer to his face. The reporter is in
front of the WELCOME TO ALASKA SIGN. This gets Randal's attention.

                                  REPORTER
     With the passage of the passage of the highly controversial
     Alaska Beautification Act all road signs deemed unnecessary will
     be removed. Including this one that welcomes tourists to the
     state.

Randal is stunned. He circles the room, not sure what to do. He stops to
gaze at his collection, almost complete, he looks at the hole where his
Alaska photo should go. He knows what to do. He grabs his Alaska folder and
opens it up. On the TV the Reporter turns to the GOVERNOR of Alaska.

                                  REPORTER
     Alaska's Governor, Richard Jerome, commented earlier this week on
     the legislation.

                                  GOVERNOR
     They're an eye sore, plane and simple. Tourists don't come to
     this great state to see road signs They come to see the natural
     wonders that the Alaska has to offer. This bill was designed to
     enhance that.

                                  REPORTER
     The unprecedented 500 page bill outlines specific guidelines on
     where signs will be allowed and as well as size and construction.
     The legislation passed earlier today by a slim margin despite
     objections from several special interest groups.

                                  GOVERNOR
     I hope to have the bill on my desk by Thursday, I'll sign it and
     it will go into affect immediately.

                                  REPORTER
     There we're a few stumbling blocks that could have killed the
     bill, but those have apparently been over come, and as the
     Governor said, he hopes to sign the bill this Thursday. So by
     Friday we will be saying farewell to this welcome sign. This has
     been Holly Gram from the Alaska Yukon border.

Randal clicks off the TV. He puts the remote on top of the TV. Randal takes
a moment to gaze upon his almost complete welcome sign collection. He exits
out through the kitchen.

9-EXT-DAY-FREEWAY

Randal is driving down the freeway he is in a hurry, He takes the exit to
head north.

10-EXT-DAY-GAS STATION

Randal is at a gas station filling up with gas.

11-EXT-DAY-PAIGES APARTMENT

Paige's car pulls out of her driveway past a dumpster with a couch in it.
She heads down the road.

13-EXT-DAY-ROAD

Randal drives along a road that stretches to the horizon.

14-INT-DAY-RANDALS CAR

Randal is growing weary from driving. He rolls down his window.

15-EXT-DUSK-MOTEL

Paige pulls into a motel parking lot.

16-INT-NIGHT-RANDALS CAR

Randal falls asleep at the wheel. After a few seconds he wakes and
continues to drive.

17-INT-NIGHT-MOTEL ROOM

Paige is in bed sleeping.

18-EXT-MORNING-HIGHWAY

Randal's car drives into the sun.

19-EXT-DAY-CANADIAN CUSTOMS

Randal pulls up to the customs window. The CUSTOMS GUY gives Randal a big
smile.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     Aloha.

                                   RANDAL
     Excuse me.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     I just like to have fun with the tourists.

                                   RANDAL
     I'm not a tourist.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     Your not? Why are you going to Canada?

                                   RANDAL
     I'm not...

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     This is Canadian welcome station number twenty three. You are in
     Canada all ready.

                                   RANDAL
     Well yes I am...

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     That's correct.

                                   RANDAL
     Actually I'm just passing through Canada.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     That is for me to decide. Please pull your vehicle over there
     sir.

20-EXT-DAY-CANADIAN CUSTOMS

Randal stands next to his car. All the doors are open, the trunk, the hood,
even the gas cap. The customs guy steps up to the car.

The customs guy looks into the car, it is empty except for Randal's one
bag.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     What is in your bag?

Randal is very tired.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     That is your bag?

                                   RANDAL
     Yea... um...

Randal looks into the car.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     Yes.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     Could you open it up please?

Randal opens up his bag. The customs guy looks through it pulling out all
of Randal's stuff. He finishes with Randal's camera.

                                   RANDAL
     I take pictures.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     Commercially?

                                   RANDAL
     No, It's... a hobby.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     Oh, Canada has an abundance of wildlife.

                                   RANDAL
     No, I...

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     Beautiful Scenery? Fascinating people?

Randal shakes his head.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     Not commercial?

                                   RANDAL
     No welcome signs, I'm going to...

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     Oh, That's neat eh. There is a Welcome to Alberta sign just up
     the road.

                                   RANDAL
     Well I have no plans to...

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     Do you, or do you not take pictures of welcome signs? Are you
     going to Canada? If not you've come to the wrong place. We are a
     friendly people. We like visitors. The least you could do would
     be to give us some straight answers. Have you ever been finger
     printed?

                                   RANDAL
     What?

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     OK, we'll see about that.

The customs guy grabs Randal by the arm.

21-INT-DAY-CUSTOMS STATION OFFICE

Randal is sleeping in an uncomfortable position in a chair. His fingers are
smeared with dry ink. Randal rubs his nose getting ink on it. The customs
agent comes in from another room.

                               CUSTOMS AGENT
     I have to apologize. Your story checks out. Your mom...

Randal wakes.

                                   RANDAL
     My mom?

                               CUSTOMS AGENT
     Yes, very nice, took forever to get a hold of her. But everything
     is cleared up now, your free to go.

Randal gets up from his chair.

                               CUSTOMS AGENT
     Oh, would you like one of our handy, Metric conversion charts?
     It's the world standard.

                                   RANDAL
     No thank you, I already have one.

                               CUSTOMS AGENT
     That's right you do. Well if there is anything else we can do.

                                   RANDAL
     No, no...

Randal grabs his bag.

23-EXT-DAY-CANADIAN CUSTOMS

Randal gets into his car and drives away. Paige pulls up to the customs
window.

                                CUSTOMS GUY

     Konishiwa eh.

                                   PAIGE
     Hello.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     How long will you be enjoying Canada.

                                   PAIGE
     Not as much as I'd like. I have to get to Alaska. About five
     days.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     Terrific. What is your Nationality?

                                   PAIGE
     American.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     What is your favorite kind of cheese?

                                   PAIGE
     American.

                                CUSTOMS GUY
     Very good. On behalf of the people of Canada, I welcome you to
     Canada. And here is an official metric conversion chart.

Paige accepts the chart.

                                   PAIGE
     Thank you.

Paige drives away.

24-EXT-DAY-HIGHWAY

Randal drives past the welcome to Alberta sign.

25-EXT-DAY- MOUNTAIN ROAD

Randal drives through the mountains.

27-INT-DAY- Randal's Truck

Randal is driving down the road, smoke pours into the cab. Randal Pulls
over to the side of the road.

75-EXT-DAY-BC Roadside

Randal pulls over and gets out of his truck. He pops the hood open. Smoke
is pouring out as Randal tries to fan the smoke away. Paige's car pulls up
in front of Randal. She gets out and goes up to Randal.

                                   PAIGE
     Need some help?

                                   RANDAL
     Yeah, I might, do you know anything about cars?

Randal climbs into the engine compartment.

                                   PAIGE
     I'm afraid not.

Randal Wiggles some wires.

                                   PAIGE
     What's that?

                                   RANDAL
     I think it's the air conditioning unit.

                                   PAIGE
     Cool.

Randal suddenly explodes out of the engine compartment as the engine erupts
in flames. Paige runs to her car and grabs a fire extinguisher.

                            RANDAL (to himself)
     I don't have air conditioning.

Paige returns with the extinguisher and puts out the fire. Randal steps up
next to Paige and looks into the burnt up engine compartment.

                                   PAIGE
     Happened to my cousin once, spontaneous combustion, really weird.
     She came out of a restaurant, car was burnt to a crisp. Wasn't
     quite this bad though. It was totaled. The window was smashed
     from some fireman, they left a note on the door. I don't know
     what it said, but her car burnt right up for no reason at all.

                                   RANDAL
     Oh no there's a reason. It's bad luck, It floats around. Has to
     land on somebody. Say storm comes through. Some folks sit in
     their living rooms and enjoy the rain. The house next door gets
     torn out and smashed flat. It was my turn that's all. I was in
     the path of the tornado.

                                   PAIGE
     What kind of talk is that. Look I can take you as far as
     Anchorage, you can catch a bus home or where ever you are going.

                                   RANDAL
     I just need to get to the Alaska boarder before Friday.

                                   PAIGE
     Well grab your stuff...

                                   RANDAL
     This is my stuff.

Paige sees Randal's tripod.

                                   PAIGE
     You're a photographer?

                                   RANDAL
     Oh no. Well not, Hi Randal Stevens,

                                   PAIGE
     Paige Donner.

                                   RANDAL
     It's kind of a hobby.

                                   PAIGE
     Wildlife?

                                   RANDAL
     No welcome signs.

Paige doesn't understand.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     I have pictures of me next to every welcome sign, from every
     state in the union. Except Alaska. At least for four more days.
     That's why I'm going up now the Governor is having it cut down on
     Friday.

                                   PAIGE
     Cut down. What for?

                                   RANDAL
     Some highway beautification law.

                                   PAIGE
     There was a welcome to British Columbia sign back...

                                   RANDAL
     Yea, I saw it. I'm taking pictures of state welcome signs. Would
     you like to see?

                                   PAIGE
     Yes, very... unique.

Randal and Paige get into the car and close the doors. The car starts up
and pulls away.

                                   RANDAL
     I'm thinking I could publish them. Tell the story behind each of
     the pictures. Like this one here, it was ten degrees below zero
     and my hands froze to the sign.

28-EXT-DAY-MOUNTAIN ROAD

Paige's car drives along a mountain road.

                                   PAIGE
     You heard about the guy couldn't afford personalized plates, so
     he went out and changed his name to j2l 4685.

The car passes a sign that reads, White Horse 89Km.

29-INT-DAY-PAIGES CAR

Paige is driving, Randal is watching the trees go by.

                                   PAIGE
     That was a joke. How far did that sign just say?

                                   RANDAL
     eighty-nine kilometers...

                                   PAIGE
     I have a metric conversion chart...

                                   RANDAL
     I have one printed on my map.

Randal pulls a map out from his bag.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     Forty miles about. Then we could be at the sign by morning. That
     would be great, it probably faces... east. Ah morning light. Were
     you planning on driving through the night?

                                   PAIGE
     I wasn't.

                                   RANDAL
     Morning light is very beautiful. We could be at the sign by
     morning.

                                   PAIGE
     If you don't mind helping out on the driving? I guess with two
     drivers should be doable.

                                   RANDAL
     Absolutely,

                                   PAIGE
     Then you should get some sleep. You can take the night shift.

7-EXT-DAY-DESERTED BEACH

Randal stands on the beach looking into the distance. He is dressed in
ragged clothes. He can't believe his eyes. In the distance is a Welcome to
Alaska sign cut down and lying half buried in the sand. Randal drops to his
knees.

                                   RANDAL
     You cut it down, darn you! You cut it down!

31-INT-DAY-PAIGES CAR

Scene seven was just a dream. Randal wakes up just in time to see a sign
that reads... He can't see the what the sign said. The car drives past.
Paige is at the wheel.

                                   RANDAL
     Stop the car!

Paige hits the breaks and pulls over to the side of the road.

                                   PAIGE
     What.

Randal grabs his bag and jumps out of the car. He is like a kid on
Christmas morning. Randal gets a few yards from the car, stops, and turns
back to the car. Paige is just getting out.

                                   RANDAL
     I need my tripod.

                                   PAIGE
     I thought you wanted the...

Paige turns to see that Randal has already run off toward the sign on the
bridge.

32-EXT-DAY-BRIDGE

Randal runs out onto the bridge he digs his camera out of is bag as he
runs. He runs past the sign. He slows to a stop as he gets out his camera.
He looks up in front of him and sees nothing but road. To his left and
right are woods and a river down below. He quickly turns around to see a
sign that reads White River. His shoulders slump. He looks like a kid who
got socks for Christmas. Randal sets his bag on the railing of the bridge
and puts his camera away. Paige runs up to him, with tripod. in hand.

                                   PAIGE
     I thought you only photographed State signs?

                                   RANDAL
     No, I'm sorry. I thought we were. The sun is going down, not up
     right.

                                   PAIGE
     We're getting closer. About ten more hours. You must have been
     tired, you slept for five hours.

                                   RANDAL
     I'm good to drive now.

                                   PAIGE
     Glad to hear it.

Paige turns to leave the tripod. gets hooked on one of the straps on
Randal's bag. She tugs on it to get it loose. It is still hooked. She
pushes and wiggles the tripod. It comes loose, the bag falls.

                                   RANDAL
     look out.

                                   PAIGE
     I... Um...

Randal tries to grab the bag. He's not even close. He watches as it falls
to the ragging river below. Paige runs to the railing and looks to the
river. She turns to Randal. Randal is not there. Paige looks around. She
sees Randal's bag floating in the river. It gets snagged on a tree branch
hanging in the water. She sees something out of the corner of her eye. It's
Randal running in a totally unsafe manner down toward the river. He trips
and falls flat on his face. He gets up, and moves down to the edge of the
river. He looks up and down the rivers edge. He looks up and sees Paige.
She points down stream and yells something. Randal can't hear her over the
sound of the river. Paige yells again.

                                   PAIGE
     It's by the branch. Down the, that...

Randal responds but Paige can't hear him. She points again and yells.

                                PAIGE(cont.)
     The tree.

Randal looks down the river again, he sees his bag. He runs it. He can't
reach far enough. Paige has the tripod. She runs to the edge of the bridge
and starts down to Randal. Randal is starting to wade into the water. He
works his way up to a certain spot. Paige continues her way down to the
river. Randal can reach his fingers to within inches of his bag. He moves
into the river just a little more. He can touch the bag. The bag comes free
of the branch and starts down the river. Randal pauses for half a moment
and then jumps into the river after his bag. Paige hears the splash as she
gets near. She looks up to see Randal swimming to and reaching his bag.
Both are swept down stream. Paige runs along the river bank to try and
catch up to Randal. Paige is loosing the race. Randal turns up stream to
see Paige falling behind. His attention is turned quickly back to the
river. Paige runs along the shore. She slips. She falls. Randal turns to
see her come up from under water. Paige sees Randal who is floating
backward downstream as he watches her.

                                   PAIGE
     Turn down stream. Keep your feet up and face down stream.

                                   RANDAL
     What I didn't...

Randal hits a rock and stops the water pinning him to it. He could climb
out hear, but he is unconscious. His head slips down into the water. He is
under for several seconds. Paige comes to his rescue. She pulls his head
out of the water. He is actually only half unconscious. Paige could get out
hear but she is to busy keeping Randal above water. They get caught in the
current and continue down stream.

33-EXT-DAY-NEXT TO THE RIVER

Paige pulls Randal into a shallow eddy. Randal is waking up. Paige prompts
him toward the river bank. He goes on his own, collapsing when he gets onto
shore. Paige follows and collapses to a sitting position next to Randal.
Both are on top of uneven ground littered with sticks and rocks. Very
uncomfortable. But they are both to tired to care, almost.

                                   PAIGE
     Are you OK?

                                   RANDAL
     I'm alive, and only slightly injured.

Randal reaches around his back to feel his bag.

                                   PAIGE
     Slightly. Your lucky... was it that important?

                                   RANDAL
     I need my camera.

                                   PAIGE
     Enough to get us killed.

                                   RANDAL
     Yea, no thanks to you.

                                   PAIGE
     What's that suppose to mean. It was an accident. This isn't
     helping we need to figure out which way, what to do next.

                                   RANDAL
     We need to get our priorities straight.

                                   PAIGE
     Yes.

                                   RANDAL
     The first thing we need to do... is assign blame.

                                   PAIGE
     No.

                                   RANDAL
     Your right, we already know who's fault it is.

                                   PAIGE
     It was...

                                   RANDAL
     You knocked my camera into...

                                   PAIGE
     I... It was... But you stuck it right on the edge of the bridge.

Randal sits for just a moment.

                                   RANDAL
     But you... jumped into the river to save me. I appreciate that.

                                   PAIGE
     You're welcome but I...

                                   RANDAL
     No, thank you.

                                   PAIGE
     I fell in. I was going along shore.

                                   RANDAL
     But you did save me.

                                   PAIGE
     It was the least I could do. You thought I jumped in?

                                   RANDAL
     Well yea, I... I think we should figure out how to get out of
     here.

                                   PAIGE
     Well the direction is easy enough, back up the river. We can
     follow it right to the car.

                                   RANDAL
     Lets get started.

                                   PAIGE
     What now?

                                   RANDAL
     Yes now.

                                   PAIGE
     Well there's not an hour of daylight left.

                                   RANDAL
     We can go along way an hour. You do want me to get my picture
     with the Alaska sign.

                                   PAIGE
     The truth of it is, I don't care one way or another... Hey, take
     it easy you don't have to get so worked up over it... When does
     it get hacked down?

                                   RANDAL
     Probably Friday

     .
                                   PAIGE
     That gives us plenty of time. We start back in the morning,
     rested, we could be back to the car by three, four o'clock. A
     days drive. Plenty of time.

                                   RANDAL
     I didn't suggest we hike all night. It's not dark yet and there
     has to be a better place than this to lay down.

Randal and Paige are climbing up a steep slope.

                                   PAIGE
     That's fine, I just don't think we should jump into anything
     before we know what our position is.

                                   RANDAL
     We'll just hike a little till it gets too dark to see.

Randal and Paige continue to hike. Randal and Paige are going the wrong
way. They are hiking up a tributary.

34-EXT-DUSK-WOODS

Randal is just a few steps ahead of Paige as they work there way up some
big rocks.

                                   PAIGE
     Really, I think now would be a good time to stop.

                                   RANDAL
     We can still hear the river, right.

                                   PAIGE
     Yea...

                                   RANDAL
     Well there you go.

Randal keeps moving. Paige reluctantly follows.

35-EXT-NIGHT-WOODS

It's raining, Randal and Paige are crouching under a tree. Both look very
cold. Randal has a flashlight.

                                   PAIGE
     Do you have any rain gear in that bag of yours or just your
     camera.

                                   RANDAL
     I have more than just my camera.

                                   PAIGE
     Rain gear?

                                   RANDAL
     Well no... I've got an extra sweatshirt.

Randal pulls out his sweatshirt, it is soaked.

                                   PAIGE
     Is it wool?

                                   RANDAL
     50% cotton, 50% polyester.

                                   PAIGE
     Do you have matches.

Randal shakes his head no.

                                PAIGE(cont.)
     Food?

                                   RANDAL
     Yes, I have a sandwich.

Randal pulls out the sandwich. It is in a zip-lock bag. Randal pulls out
the sandwich and gives it to Paige.

                                   PAIGE
     Thank you. I'm starving.

She opens the bag and dumps out some water. She takes half of the soaked
sandwich and gives the other half to Randal. Randal shuts off his
flashlight. Paige takes a bite out of the sandwich.

                                   PAIGE
     Peanut butter?

                                   RANDAL
     And jelly.

36-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Sunlight is breaking through the trees. Randal wakes up, he is alone. His
pack is open, all his extra cloths are hanging from surrounding branches.

                                   RANDAL
     Paige... Paige...

Randal feels his cloths. He starts to collect them and put them into his
bag. Randal pulls out his road map from his bag, it's faded and torn. He
compares it to his surroundings. Paige emerges from the woods.

                                   PAIGE
     Randal, good your up.

                                   RANDAL
     Yea, mostly.

Randal gets up and walks to Paige. Randal pulls out his map. Paige is moves
in for a closer look.

                                   RANDAL
     See here this is the Alaska highway... I think, this must be...

                                   PAIGE
     You can read that?

                                   RANDAL
     Well... no.

                                   PAIGE
     We don't need it anyway. Even if you could read it. I think just
     like we figured, just follow the river and we'll be fine.

                                   RANDAL
     Yea, I just thought maybe... The river we fell into flows north,
     so we should be headed south to get to the car. Why is the sun
     over there?

                                   PAIGE
     Rivers don't flow in straight lines.

Paige looks out at the river, it is straight as an arrow. Paige grabs
Randal's map. She looks at it, then to the sun, to the river, and then to
Randal.

                                PAIGE(cont.)
     We just keep going the way we came.

Paige hands Randal back his map. Paige starts hiking, Randal follows.

37-EXT-DAY-WATERFALL

Paige and Randal hike along the river stooping at the base of a waterfall.
Paige looks at the waterfall for a few moments, she looks to Randal. She
looks at the water fall. It is very tall. There are some shallow spots at
the bottom. Sharp rocks stick up out of the surface. She looks to Randal
again, he doesn't get it. He has a blank tired look. She looks around
again, something is not right.

                                   PAIGE
     This isn't... can I see that map of yours again.

                                   RANDAL
     Sure.

Randal takes the opportunity to sit down and rest as he gets the map out.
Paige takes the map and looks it over.

                                   PAIGE
     I'm going to work my way up to there, to see if I can figure out
     where we are.

Paige starts to climb next to the waterfall. She disappears into the woods.
Randal watches her go then lays back and shuts his eyes. He opens his eyes.
He gets up.

                                   RANDAL
     Paige... Paige.

Randal hurries into the woods where Paige disappeared.

38-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Randal is climbing a steep hillside. He comes to a spot overlooking the
waterfall. He can go away from the river, or take a more difficult route
that goes toward the river. He takes the more difficult, but direct route.
It doesn't work, He still has to climb away from the river. The hillside is
covered with vegetation, Randal can't see through it. He climbs faster. He
can still hear the river but can't see it. He is tempted to climb back down
but doesn't. He moves one way, but goes another when he runs into some
steep rock. He ducks under one branch and over another. He can't see or
hear the river now.

                                  RANDAL
     Paige... Paige.

He hears something and turns to identify the direction of the sound, It is
the wind in the trees. Randal turns to the direction he thought he came
from and starts running.

39-EXT-DAY-SMALL CLEARING

Randal comes out of the woods and into a small clearing. He is stopped by
Lloyd, who jumps out in front of him.

                                   LLOYD
     Ah ha...

Lloyd holds a camera out at arms length and snaps several pictures.

                                LLOYD(cont.)
     Wait your not it, get down.

Lloyd pulls Randal to the ground.

                                   RANDAL

     I'm not what?

                                   LLOYD
     Pediatrist Enormisis.

                                   RANDAL
     What?

                                   LLOYD

     Sasquatch

                                   RANDAL

     You mean big foot?

                                   LLOYD
     Yes! Shh.

Lloyd holds up his binoculars and looks around.

                                   RANDAL
     I need your help. We're lost.

Lloyds view comes to rest on Randal, He pushes Randal's head to the side so
he can see what is behind him. He lets go of Randal's head which stays in
place. Lloyd gently moves Randal's head back the way it was.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     Can you tell me where I am?

                                   LLOYD
     CGS map sixteen.

                                   RANDAL
     That doesn't help me very...

Lloyd holds up his hand signaling Randal to be quiet. Lloyd sniffs into the
air. He sniffs Randal, then back into the air. He runs off leaping over
Randal and heading the direction that Randal just came from.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     I don't have a CG whatever map...

Randal runs after Lloyd.

40-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Randal chases Lloyd.

41-EXT-DAY-SMALL CLEARING

Randal runs to the edge of a small clearing. Lloyd is on his hands and
knees looking through the grass. Randal runs over to him. Lloyd is hidden
momentarily by a rock. Randal leaps up and over the rock landing where
Lloyd had been. Randal looks around, Lloyd is nowhere in sight. Lloyd jumps
out of nowhere on Randal.

                                   LLOYD

     Ah ha...

Lloyd holds out his camera at arms length and snaps off about five or six
pictures very rapidly.

                                LLOYD(cont.)

     You again. Your wasting my film.

Lloyd pulls Randal to the ground.

                                   RANDAL
     I need your...

Lloyd signals Randal to be quiet. He then turns his attention to a pile of
animal droppings on the ground. He takes a picture of it. Randal looks
around there is no place Lloyd could have come from.

                               RANDAL(cont.)

     Where did you come from?

                                   LLOYD
     Look samples.

Lloyd scoops up the droppings and puts them into a plastic bag.

                                   RANDAL
     What does that mean?

                                   LLOYD
     I don't know.

Lloyd hands Randal the bag of droppings.

                                LLOYD(cont.)

     but, they're around here somewhere.

                                   RANDAL

     Pediatrist Enormisis?

                                   LLOYD
     You mean big foot

                                   RANDAL

     That's what you said. I need to get back to the main road. Well,
     Alaska.

Randal pulls out his map. Lloyd is studying the ground around him. He looks
over at Randal and his map.

                                   LLOYD

     The main road.

Lloyd points onto the map, then into the woods.

                                LLOYD(cont.)

     Alaska.

Lloyd points to the map then to a different direction direction in the
woods.

                                   RANDAL

     I came down the river and have been heading back up the river.

                                   LLOYD
     Which river?

                                   RANDAL
     What?

                                   LLOYD
     See here.

                                   RANDAL
     The river.

                                   LLOYD
     See this?

                                   RANDAL
     That's not. See this bridge, that's where I went into this river.

                                   LLOYD
     You're hear. This other river.

Randal's map shows only a faded water stain where Lloyd is pointing.

                                   RANDAL

     You can read that?

Lloyd pulls a well worn but readable map that shows great detail from his
pack. Randal looks at it with great interest. Lloyd points out the area on
the map.

                                   RANDAL

     We, I went in hear, We came down this river.

                                   LLOYD

     Your here.

Lloyd makes some marks on the map. Randal traces his finger down the map.
The two rivers come together. Randal's shoulders slump.

                                   RANDAL

     oh.

                                   LLOYD
     You can go back Wilit creek to the White, then back to the road.

                                   RANDAL
     It's too far now. I really need to get here. Can I go over the
     mountains following this river, this creek, the Wilit. It's allot
     shorter.

Lloyd grabs Randal's pack and unzips it.

                                   RANDAL

     Hey.

Lloyd ignores Randal's protests and starts pulling out the contents of the
bag. He pulls out Randal's camera and looks it over very carefully. A roll
of duct tape, a comb, Lloyd is a little confused. Lloyd digs around some
more but finds nothing important.

                                   LLOYD

     Can't be done.

                                   RANDAL
     What if you guided me?

                                   LLOYD
     Two days, (pause) but I'm not a guide.

Lloyd runs off.

                                   RANDAL
     But...

Randal runs after him.

                                   RANDAL

     I need your help.

42-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Lloyd leaps out over an embankment to a tree, which he climbs down. Randal
runs up to the edge of the embankment. He stop dead in his tracks looking
down over the edge. Lloyd is gone. Randal sits on the edge of the
embankment trying to get enough nerve to climb down the slope. He slips and
grabs onto a tree and pulls himself up. He looks for another way down. He
sees some movement below him. Randal moves quickly across the top of the
embankment to a spot where he can climb down. He takes it.

43-EXT-DAY-WOODS BY THE RIVER

Randal runs through the woods. He sees someone moving ahead of him.

                                   RANDAL

     Hey wait up.

He breaks through some trees and into Paige knocking her to the ground. He
gets up and brushes himself off. He sees that he knocked down Paige, not
Lloyd.

                               RANDAL(cont.)

     Paige.

                                   PAIGE
     What was that for?

                                   RANDAL
     I ran into this guy... I'm sorry.

Randal helps Paige up.

                                   PAIGE
     I'll be OK, I think we're going the wrong way.

                                   RANDAL
     Yea, I know. That guy, I have his map.

Randal holds up the map like a prize.

                               RANDAL(cont.)

     We need to go this way.

Randal starts off.

                                   PAIGE

     Whoa, just a second. That's the same way we have been going.

                                   RANDAL

     Yes, I know.

                                   PAIGE
     You just said we've been going the wrong way.

                                   RANDAL
     Yes we were, but now... It's the right way.

                                   PAIGE
     Can I see the map.

Randal unfolds the map.

                                PAIGE(cont.)

     You got this from some guy? Did you tell him we needed help?

                                   RANDAL
     I did ask him, but he didn't seem interested. I got this map, and
     I know where we are and which way to go. See here this is the
     river we came down. We went to at least here when we came back
     up...

                                   PAIGE
     We came up this tributary by mistake. In the dark.

                                   RANDAL
     Yes but now we are hear, look how close we are to the boarder,
     the road goes way out of the way. Right hear we are only ten
     miles from where the road crosses into Alaska.

                                   PAIGE
     Over this mountain pass.

                                   RANDAL
     Yea.

                                   PAIGE
     We should go back to the car following the river. It's the option
     with the least amount of problems.

                                   RANDAL
     No, In just a few days the sign will be gone. I don't have time
     to go all the way back down the river then all the way up that
     other river. Then take another ten hours to get to the sign.

                                   PAIGE
     I'm going back to my car.

                                   RANDAL
     I'm going to go this way.

They both stand for a moment looking at each other, waiting for the other
to back down. Randal starts moving up stream. He stumbles.

Paige sits watching Randal disappear into the woods. She hears him fall and
grunt.

Paige runs to Randal. She finds him lying on his stomach. Paige reaches
down to give Randal a hand.

                                   RANDAL

     Change your mind?

Paige stands up and pulls her hand away.

                                   PAIGE

     Well, are you OK?

                                   RANDAL
     I'm not dead or...

                                   PAIGE
     Seriously injured... Look we can make it to your sign going the
     way we came... go back up the river.

                                   RANDAL
     You go ahead, maybe I'll meet you there.

                                   PAIGE
     I'll tell you what, find a place to stay the night, and if you
     still want to take off in the morning, then we can decide that
     tomorrow.

Randal tries to get up but slips and falls.

                                   RANDAL

     Alaska is just ten miles that way. We can't get lost, we have a
     map, there are mountains on either side of us. We're not dead or
     seriously injured.

Randal starts moving again.

                                   PAIGE

     Not yet.

Paige follows. It's getting dark out.

44-EXT-DUSK-CAMP 1

Randal is sitting in front of a pile of sticks rubbing two other stick
together. Paige is resting on a fallen tree. Randal's camera is around his
neck and getting in the way of his stick rubbing. He takes it from around
his neck and sets it down on the ground.

                                   RANDAL

     I need to find that guy.

                                   PAIGE
     We should go back the way we came.

Randal looks up from his work.

                               PAIGE (cont.)
     We can get to your sign in plenty of time. What do you plan on
     eating, aren't you getting hungry, I'm starving. I have food in
     my car.

                                   RANDAL
     That guy would have food, fire.

Randal knocks over the pile of sticks.

                                   RANDAL
     Toilet paper.

Randal frowns and walks into the woods.

                                   RANDAL
     I'll be back. I've gotta...

Randal disappears into the woods.

Paige sits for a moment watching Randal leave. She gets up and moves to
Randal's pile of sticks. She almost steps on Randal's camera as she sits
down and tries to figure out how to start a fire.

45-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Randal is squatting in the woods over a fallen tree. He hears a growling
coming from behind some brush. Randal growls back. Lloyd jumps out of the
trees and goes takes several pictures of himself next to Randal.

                                   LLOYD
     Ah ha...You, you keep wasting my film.

                                   RANDAL
     I'm sorry but I just... Do you have any toilet paper?

Lloyd doesn't answer.

                                   RANDAL
     I don't have any and was wondering...

                                   LLOYD
     Did you hear? Gr..

                                   RANDAL
     Yea.

                                   LLOYD
     After I did it?

                                   RANDAL
     I thought that was you.

Randal looks about nervously.

                                   LLOYD
     I did twice. What about the third time?

                                   RANDAL
     That was me, Grrr..

                                   LLOYD
     Agh, you are wasting my film.

Lloyd starts to walk off.

                                   RANDAL
     I'm not trying to, I'm just... My stuff, Do you have any toilet
     paper?

Lloyd throws Randal a stick.

                                   LLOYD
     Be a man.

Randal doesn't like the idea of using a stick.

                                LLOYD(cont.)
     It's not so bad. It's like sticking leaches to your face...
     uncomfortable at first, but after a while you get use to it.

                                   RANDAL
     Well I...

Lloyd walks off.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     I need your help.

46-EXT-DAY-CAMP 1

Paige is sitting by Randal's pile of wood trying to get the fire going by
rubbing two sticks together. Lloyd runs out of the woods and leaps down
next to Paige. He holds his camera out at arms length and snaps a few
photos.

                                   LLOYD
     Ah ha... Oh, my name is Lloyd

                                   PAIGE
     Hi, I'm Paige. We're, we need your help.

Lloyd sniffs into the air and holds up his hand.

                                   LLOYD
     Shhh, get down.

                                   PAIGE
     What is it?

Lloyd moves over to a crouching position by a tree. Paige moves over to him
and taps him on the shoulder. He spins around and snaps off a few pictures.
The camera runs out of film and rewinds.

                                   LLOYD
     My film!

                                   PAIGE
     You need film?

                                   LLOYD
     You have film?

Paige glances at Randal's camera bag. Lloyd sees the bag. He recognizes it.

A noise comes from the trees, It's Randal.

                                   RANDAL
     Hey, did you see someone come through here?

Randal comes out of the woods walking funny. He sees Lloyd, Lloyd sees him.
Lloyd grabs the bag and runs.

                                   PAIGE
     Hey.

Paige points to the spot Lloyd just ran. Randal runs after him.

Lloyd leaps over a fallen tree and disappears. Randal follows leaping but
not clearing the top of the tree, he falls flat on his face. Paige runs up
and stops to look out into the woods. Randal groans.

                                   PAIGE
     He's the guy?

                                   RANDAL
     Yes.

                                   PAIGE
     Do you need your bag?

                                   RANDAL
     Yes, I need my bag.

                                   PAIGE
     He said he needed some film, and I...

                                   RANDAL
     Oh, You told him I have film. Well... Hmm... The bag isn't that
     important. I still have a roll in my camera.

                                   PAIGE
     Your camera.

                                   RANDAL
     What?

                                   PAIGE
     I wanted to keep it safe...

                                   RANDAL
     So you gave it to him.

                                   PAIGE
     I put it in your bag.

                                   RANDAL
     We need to get my camera back. Get your
     stuff.

                                   PAIGE
     I don't have any stuff.

Randal starts moving after Lloyd.

                                   RANDAL
     Come on then, we have to catch him.

Paige takes a few steps then stops

                                   PAIGE
     You catch him, I'll be staying right here... It's going to be
     dark soon... You wouldn't want to get lost... again... more?

47-EXT-NIGHT-WOODS

It is very dark. Randal moves through the woods. Small bits of moon light
filter through the trees to the ground. Randal is making lots of noise
stepping on branches. He trips hitting the ground with a thud.

                                   RANDAL
     Agh.

There is a moment of silence, then suddenly Lloyd leaps out at Randal.

                                   LLOYD
     Ah ha.

Lloyd holds out his camera, flashes go off in Lloyds and Randal's faces as
Lloyd takes several pictures.

                               RANDAL & LLOYD
     YOU...

                                   RANDAL
     You stole my camera.

                                   LLOYD
     I have my own camera.

                                   RANDAL
     Then why did you...

                                   LLOYD
     Shhh.

Some leaves can be heard rustling.

                                   RANDAL
     Pediatrist Enormisis.

                                   LLOYD
     Yes, Grrr..

A growl can be heard in reply.

                                   RANDAL
     I see it.

Lloyd jumps into the darkness.

                                   LLOYD
     Ah ha... Uh oh.

The flash from Lloyds camera gives Randal only glimpses of what is going
on. Lloyds face goes from a big smile to a look of terror. Lloyd has jumped
out on a grizzly bear. Randal turns and runs as fast as he can. He runs
into a low tree branch. Randal is stunned but does not hesitate. He begins
climbing the tree he just hit. His progress is slowed by branches that
break when Randal grabs or steps on them. Miraculously he makes it up into
the tree. He can't see anything below. He can hear a commotion going on. He
starts to go back down, but stops when he hears a yell from the grizzly.
Randal leans forward to try and see what is happening. There is darkness.
The noise stops. The only sound left is that of Randal's breathing and
heart. Randal holds on to the tree for dear life.

48-EXT-MORNING-CAMP 1

Paige wakes up and looks around Randal is not there. Paige gets up and
looks out into the woods in the direction that Randal left the night
before.

49-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Paige continues through the woods for a while when she sees Randal. He is
sitting in the top of a tree. There sun is rising behind him. Paige
quickens her pace.

50-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Paige jogs up to the bottom of a tree that holds Randal

                                   PAIGE
     Randal.

                                   RANDAL
     I'm up hear.

                                   PAIGE
     Yes I can see that.

Randal is about eight feet high in the tree. Every branch between him and
the ground is broken. Randal starts to climb out of the tree but ends
falling to the ground.

                                   RANDAL
     I think your right, we should go back to the car. The wild... It
     is dangerous out hear.

                                   PAIGE
     Scared of the dark?

                                   RANDAL
     We ran into a...

                                   PAIGE
     We?

Paige sees something on the ground and moves to investigate.

                                   RANDAL
     That guy, I found him.

                                   PAIGE
     Lloyd?

                                   RANDAL
     No, that guy, whatever his name was. We we were out here then
     there was this noise and he... there was this...

                                   PAIGE
     Ursus Arctus Horribalis.

                                   RANDAL
     I think it ate him.

                                   PAIGE
     Grizzly bear. See right here, tracks. Probably female. Looks like
     a big one, 'bout 500 pounds. Your lucky to be alive. Bears don't
     like to be startled.

                                   RANDAL
     I don't like to be startled.

                                   PAIGE
     You don't have four inch claws.

                                   RANDAL
     That guy. Lloyd... he...

Paige doesn't understand what Randal is babbling about.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     You be me.

Randal moves Paige to the spot he was at the night before.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     I fell down here.

Randal pushes Paige back. She falls over a low root and onto the ground.

                                   PAIGE
     What?

Randal looks around, he is thinking.

                                   RANDAL
     He jumped out at me and took my picture.

Randal jumps down next to Paige who watches in amazement. Randal holds out
his arm and pretends to take some pictures. Randal makes camera noises, and
flash noises.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     I can't see a thing. He says, You, we both say You. Then he says,
     You stole my camera... I Have my own camera. Then why did
     you...shhh.

Randal looks into the distance.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     Rustling noise over there. Pediatrist Enormisis?

                                   PAIGE
     Sasquatch?

                                   RANDAL
     You mean big foot Yes... Gr.... Then there was a noise, I see it.
     Then...

Randal jumps forward.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     Ah ha... Uh oh... Then I ran.

Paige gets up and studies the ground by where Randal is standing.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     And he's taking pictures the whole time, with my film.

                                   PAIGE
     Smell that.

Randal draws back away from Paige and tenses up.

                                   RANDAL
     What?

                                   PAIGE
     Bear be gone

Paige holds up the spray can. Randal relaxes takes the can. Paige continues
to study the ground. Randal holds the can up and sprays some at his face...

                                PAIGE(cont.)
     ... Its like mace, but for bears.

Randal's eyes water up.

Randal sees Lloyds bag. He runs over to it and starts taking out the
contents through a hole torn in the back.

                                   PAIGE
     We need to find him, he could be hurt.

Randal looks over the area. There is camping stuff strewn about the ground.
Paige moves to investigate some other gear on the ground.

                                   RANDAL
     He must be dead.

Paige is staring at something on the ground.

                                   PAIGE
     Oh he's not dead.

Lloyd is lying on the ground behind a rocky ridge..

Randal moves up to Paige and sees Lloyd.

Paige moves next to Lloyd. She moves his hand from his shoulder to reveal a
wound.

                                   PAIGE
     He's hurt.

                                   LLOYD
     Ahg...

                                   RANDAL
     Where's my film, where's my camera?

                                   PAIGE
     He needs help, find a first aid kit, or some kind of bandage.

                                   RANDAL
     But I.

                                   PAIGE
     Find a first aid kit.

                                   RANDAL
     I don't have a first aid kit.

                                   PAIGE
     He might have one. Look around.

Randal starts sorting through stuff. He pulls out a red bag marked First
Aid. Randal sets it down and continues sorting through stuff.

                                   PAIGE
     Right there.

                                   RANDAL
     Where?

Randal looks around but doesn't see it. He looks to Paige. She points. He
finds the first aid kit.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     Oh yea.

Paige opens up the first aid kit and pulls out a roll of duct tape and a
one quart bottle of Iodine. There is nothing else in the bag.

                                   PAIGE
     Do you know any first aid, looks like most of the bleeding is
     stopped, but it should be...

Randal moves over to Lloyd

                                   RANDAL
     Look out.

Randal kneels down next to Lloyd and slaps him across the face.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     Hey wake up, wake up.

Randal slaps him again. Lloyd wakes.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     You know anything about first aid.

                                   LLOYD
     Wha... ah.

                                   RANDAL
     You've been mauled, You jumped out on a bear. What should we do?

                                   LLOYD
     I know I ran into a bear, it only makes sense. They're nervous
     about all the activity.

Lloyd moves his hand to the wound and sits up. His camera falls from around
his neck to the ground. Randal grabs it.

                                   RANDAL
     Your camera?

The back of the camera is smashed. It opens up and film falls out. Randal
grabs and examines the film.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     My film.

Randal gets up and goes to look through more of Lloyds stuff.

                                   PAIGE
     How are you feeling?

Lloyd is still out of it. Randal comes back over.

                                   RANDAL
     Where's the rest of my film?

                                   LLOYD
     Who?

                                   RANDAL
     And my camera? You stole my camera. Remember? Where is it?

                                   LLOYD
     I... Your...

                                   RANDAL
     My camera was in my bag. Your took my bag last night. Where did
     you put my bag?

                                   LLOYD
     My bag.

Paige opens up Lloyds bag.

                                   RANDAL
     It's my bag. You stole it. Thief.

                                   LLOYD
     My bag.

Paige pulls out Randal's bag from Lloyds bag.

                                   PAIGE
     Your bag, in his bag.

Randal turns to see Paige holding up Randal's bag. Randal leaps to his feet
and grabs the bag from Paige. Randal opens it and pulls out his camera. He
looks deeper into the bag and pulls out several rolls of film. He opens the
can to find that the film has been used. He opens another to find the same
thing. One more time with the third roll.

                                   RANDAL
     You used up four rolls of film. You only had it for three hours.
     How could you use up four rolls in three hours?

                                   LLOYD
     They're all around us.

                                   RANDAL
     What about my film?

                                   LLOYD
     There is still some in that camera.

                                   RANDAL
     Yea...

Randal checks out the camera.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     That's not the point.

Lloyd is silent.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     You used up my film. You owe me.

Randal gets up and starts putting some Lloyd stuff into his own pack.

                                   PAIGE
     What are you doing?

                                   RANDAL
     Compensation.

                                   PAIGE
     We can't leave him.

                                   LLOYD
     That's right, I need the rest of your film. I need your camera.
     Did I tell you how close I am.

                                   PAIGE
     Close to What?

                                   LLOYD
     Big foot

                                   PAIGE
     Big foot?

                                   LLOYD
     Yes I'm very close to proving it's existence to the world.

                                   RANDAL
     There's no such thing.

                                   LLOYD
     Why would I make this up?

                                   RANDAL
     Weirdo.

                                   LLOYD
     When I get my picture you won't...

                                   RANDAL
     With out a camera.

Randal starts walking away. Paige follows and grabs him.

                                   PAIGE
     We need someone to guide us out of here. He needs your camera.

                                   RANDAL
     You want to give him my camera in exchange for letting him get us
     killed?

                                   PAIGE
     He's not going to get us killed.

                                   RANDAL
     He's not going to get my camera.

                                   PAIGE
     Have you even looked at that map, do you know how to read a map.
     I know that you don't have the equipment...

Paige sees that Randal has one of Lloyds climbing ropes.

                                PAIGE(cont.)
     ...The skill to make it over that mountain. Look, you keep your
     camera. We just tell him we'll take a picture of any big foot we
     find, and how many do you think that will be?

Randal thinks about this.

                                PAIGE(cont.)
     Your not going to loose any more film, and I'll bet you'll even
     get to your sign sooner.

Randal turns to Lloyd.

                                   RANDAL
     You take us over the mountains to the Alaska sign...

                                   LLOYD
     And I get...

                                   PAIGE
     Well take your picture for you.

                                   LLOYD
     but...

                                   RANDAL
     If we come across a big foot, you'll get your picture.

                                   LLOYD
     I don't...

                                  RANDAL
     Your camera is busted, You have no film.

                                   LLOYD
     You'll take my picture?

                                   PAIGE
     Yes, Randal's actually a pretty accomplished photographer. You
     should see his collection.

                                   LLOYD
     I've seen it.

Randal pulls out Lloyds map.

                                   RANDAL
     If you'll just show us...

                                   LLOYD
     My map... You stole my map.

                                   RANDAL
     You left it.

                                   LLOYD
     I need it back.

51-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Lloyd looks on his map then out into the valley that stretches below him.
Paige and Randal are working there way up to Lloyd position.

52-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Randal and Paige travel up the mountain valley.

                                   RANDAL
     So you don't buy that big foot stuff?

                                   PAIGE
     Actually I'm not sure. There are some reputable scientists that
     claim it does exist.

                                   RANDAL
     Really?

Randal sees Lloyd through the trees ahead.

                                   PAIGE
     nobody has brought forward any solid evidence. And trying to get
     a picture? It's not going to happen.

                                   RANDAL
     Not with my camera anyway.

                                   PAIGE
     Not with any camera.

                                   RANDAL
     So he really is full of it?

                                   PAIGE
     In technical terms, he's a loon.

                                  RANDAL
     But your not nervous?

                                   PAIGE
     Nervous about What

Randal points to Lloyd who is looking down on them with binoculars.

                                   PAIGE
     come on lighten up, so he's a little goofy.

                                   RANDAL
     Yea I know, but the guy, well... he's just so unpredictable.

Suddenly Randal's foot is hoisted into the air by Lloyd. Randal lands on
his back. Lloyd sniffs his foot. There are droppings smeared on Randal's
foot.

                                   LLOYD
     When and where did you step in this.

Lloyd looks in the direction Randal and Paige just came from. Randal looks
to see What Lloyd is looking at. Lloyd sees Randal looking where he was
just looking.

Lloyd starts to run, turns back and grabs Randal pulling him to his feet.
He takes off again pulling Randal with him.

                                LLOYD(cont.)
     Get your camera ready.

Randal gets his camera out as he continues running behind Lloyd.

53-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Lloyd stops to examine a patch of ground. Randal just about catches up to
Lloyd when Lloyd takes off again.

54-EXT-DAY-SMALL STREAM

Lloyd comes to a small stream, but doesn't stop. He quickly jumps across
moving from rock to rock. He hardly notices as one rock wobbles when he
hits it.

Randal comes to the small stream. He doesn't stop either. He quickly jumps
from rock to rock. He hits the lose rock. Randal looses What little balance
he had. Miraculously Randal manages to jump to a stable rock. He is safe,
for about three seconds. The rock is slippery and Randal falls the camera
gets launched into the air. Randal hits the water. Lloyd hears the splash
stops, turns, and looks to see Randal in the water. He then sees the
camera, he looks to Paige.

Paige runs to get under the camera, she stumbles. It's going to be close.
She misses it. The camera gets caught on a tree branch.

Lloyd walks into the stream and pulls Randal up and onto shore.

55-EXT-NIGHT-CAMP 2

Randal sits by a fire. He is wearing What must be some of Lloyds cloths.
His cloths are hanging up on a cloths line by the fire. Paige sits next to
him. Lloyd is sitting away from the fire examining on of Randal's shoes
under the light of his head lamp. The lace on the shoe is worn and ready to
break.

                                   RANDAL
     We should just leave him, do this on our own. He could have
     gotten me seriously hurt, or killed. I should have just made
     something up when he asked, told him I stepped in it by the
     Alaska sign. Then he'd get us there in a hurry. That's not a bad
     idea. Hey Lloyd... Lloyd.

Lloyd isn't there. Randal's shoe is sitting on the ground.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     Where'd he go.

Paige looks around but can't find him. Both are startled by a growling
coming from the woods. Paige is a bit worried. Randal smiles.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     It's Lloyd. Grrr.

Nothing happens.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     Grrr.... Maybe it's another bear?

                                   PAIGE
     Doesn't sound like a bear, could be a...

Lloyds voice comes from behind them.

                                   LLOYD
     Big foot

The noise comes again. Lloyd looks to Randal.

                                   RANDAL
     No not again, I'm not going out again.

                                   LLOYD
     He's close.

                                   PAIGE
     How do you know that? I mean why should he go out with you when
     he, in fact, we don't even believe big foot is out there, or even
     exists?

                                   RANDAL
     Thank you.

                                   PAIGE
     Do you have any evidence at all that...

                                   LLOYD
     Samples.

                                   PAIGE
     Samples?

                                   RANDAL
     You don't want to know.

Lloyd grabs a bag of big foot droppings from his pack and hands it to
Paige.

                                   PAIGE
     Feces. Hmm, not bear, could be elk.

                                   LLOYD
     From Sasquatch

                                   PAIGE
     Of course. Look I don't know What it is your tracking, but it
     could be just about anything. But Sasquatch? No.

                                   LLOYD
     When I get my picture...

                                   PAIGE
     Picture? You've been after this thing for how long, and I'll bet
     you haven't even see it. Do you really think your going to get a
     picture of big foot?

                                   LLOYD
     With big foot? I have lots of pictures of big foot

                                   PAIGE
     You have pictures of big foot?

                                   LLOYD
     Of big foot

                                   PAIGE
     Big foot?

Lloyd goes to his pack and pulls out a photo album.

                                   RANDAL
     You mean Sasquatch.

Lloyd hands the album over to Paige and Randal. They flip it open.

                                   LLOYD
     That's Jack.

                                   RANDAL
     It's blurry.

Lloyd moves toward Randal and Paige so that he is just out of focus.

                                   LLOYD
     You can still see What it is.

Randal flips the page.

                                   RANDAL
     I can tell What this one is, You with a moose?

Lloyd moves back into focus and to one side. There is a tree branch behind
him that appears to be growing out of his head.

                                   LLOYD
     Elk.

Randal flips to the next picture.

                                   RANDAL
     Too much head room.

Lloyd sits down. The camera does not follow. Lloyd has too much head room.

Randal flips to the next picture.

                                   RANDAL
     And this one your subject should be looking into the frame.

Lloyd leans across the frame so that his nose is touching the edge of the
frame. Behind his head is empty.

                                   LLOYD
     You can still see that it's Joe.

                                   PAIGE
     Joe?

                                   LLOYD
     The first big foot I ever saw.

                                   PAIGE
     It's just a dark shape. Is this it?

Lloyd is silhouette by the fire, he gets up moves away into the darkness to
listen to the continuing big foot sounds.

                                   RANDAL
     This one is a dark every thing.

                                   LLOYD
     You can still see his eyes.

                                   RANDAL
     You want to see some good pictures...

Randal reaches for his collection in his pack.

                                   PAIGE
     Randal, please.

Paige turns to the next picture.

                                   RANDAL
     That's more like it. Nice close up.

                                   PAIGE
     Is that a badger?

                                   LLOYD
     He startled me.

Paige turns to the next picture.

                                   LLOYD
     The inside of my pack.

Randal flips to the next one.

                                   RANDAL
     What's that one?

                                   LLOYD
     That's jack again. A big foot Proof.

                                   RANDAL
     Not good enough.

                                   LLOYD
     That's why I need a picture with it. It would be...

There is a loud shriek. Randal and Paige jump. Lloyd grabs for Randal's
camera. Randal gets to it first.

                                   RANDAL
     No.

                                   LLOYD
     We had an agreement.

                                   RANDAL
     I don't care... I'm not going to let you get me killed.

                                   PAIGE
     Look, the agreement...

There is another louder, closer shriek. Lloyd takes the opportunity to grab
Randal's camera and run into the woods. Randal follows him into the
darkness.

56-EXT-NIGHT-WOODS

There are flashes going off in the distance. There is another shrieking
noise and thumping. Randal stops dead in his tracks. He listens as the
shrieking and thumping grow louder. Lloyd jump out on Randal.

                                   LLOYD
     Ah ha. You keep wasting my film.

                                   RANDAL
     My film.

Randal grabs the camera from Lloyd and turns walking back to the camp.

                                   LLOYD
     I need this picture.

Randal keeps walking.

57-EXT-NIGHT-CAMP 2

Randal walks out of the woods to Paige who is waiting by the fire.

                                   RANDAL
     I got it.

                                   LLOYD
     It's getting away.

                                   RANDAL
     I'll take your picture when I see big foot Not just shooting
     pictures of the trees. You used up... There's only three pictures
     left.

The big foot noises grow quitter. Lloyd stares at Randal, Randal stares
back. Lloyd jumps on top of Randal trying to wrestle the camera from him.
As they wrestle a picture is taken. Lloyd gets the camera. Randal grabs
Lloyd from behind Lloyd turns to fight off Randal's attack. Randal gets a
hand on the camera. A picture gets taken. The flash goes off in Lloyd's
face he is momentarily blinded. Randal gets the camera from Lloyd. Paige
steps in and grabs the camera from Randal.

                                   PAIGE
     Hold it right there. You've gone to far. Lloyd over there.

Paige points to the other side of the fire. He is a bit surprised but does
What she says.

                                   RANDAL
     Way too far. Thanks.

                                   PAIGE
     And you over there.

She points to another spot. Randal tries to get his camera back. Paige puts
the camera strap over her head and points to Randal then to where he should
go.

                                   LLOYD
     Your wrecking...

                                   PAIGE
     Lloyd What did we agree to?

Paige moves over to Lloyd.

                                   LLOYD
     You have to help me get my picture.

                                   PAIGE
     We said we would take a picture if we come across a big foot
     We're not going to go chasing through the woods hoping we'll see
     something.

                                   LLOYD
     You don't just run into big foot

                                   RANDAL
     That's because...

Paige shuts Randal up with a look and a pointed finger.

                                   PAIGE
     This is Randal's camera and his film.

Lloyd concedes the point by quietly going to his sleeping bag and lying
down.

59-EXT-MORNING-CAMP 2

Paige is sitting on a rock watching the sun rise. Randal is just waking up.
Lloyd is striped down to just a pair of shorts. He walks into the stream by
the camp up to his waist. He peers into the water.

Paige turns her attention from the beautiful sunrise to watch Lloyd.

Lloyd is sitting by a fire cooking. Randal gets up to his feet.

                                   PAIGE
     Good morning.

Paige climbs down off her perch and approaches Lloyd.

                                   RANDAL
     What time is it.

                                   PAIGE
     Time for breakfast.

Randal wanders over to see What Lloyd is cooking. Next to the fish on the
fire is a pot filled with something brown.

                                   RANDAL
     What is it?

                                   LLOYD
     Breakfast. Eat for fuel.

                                   RANDAL
     It smells.

                                   PAIGE
     So do you.

Paige gives Randal back his camera.

                                PAIGE(cont.)
     Do you have any toilet paper?

                                   LLOYD
     I only carry essentials.

                                   PAIGE
     Toilet paper?

                                   LLOYD
     Not essential.

                                   PAIGE
     Not essential, I think you misunderstand the meaning of the word.

                                   RANDAL
     No toilet paper.

                                   PAIGE
     Toilet paper is the whole foundation of western society, since
     when is it not essential?

Lloyd holds up a stick.

                                   LLOYD
     You'll just have to make do.

                                   RANDAL
     It's like sticking leaches to your face.

                                   PAIGE
     If it's going to be that much trouble I'll... I'll be fine.

                                   LLOYD
     How long since you went?

                                   PAIGE
     Why do you need to know that?

Randal stands behind Lloyd making the crazy sign and pointing to Lloyd.

                                   LLOYD
     Constipation can Kill.

                                   RANDAL
     Death at every turn.

Paige grabs the stick from Lloyd and heads off into the woods. Lloyd turns
to Randal.

                                   LLOYD
     How long?

                                   RANDAL
     I don't need...

                                   LLOYD
     How long?

                                   RANDAL
     Hmm... Ah when I, at the bear.

                                   LLOYD
     Before or after?

Randal doesn't answer. He grabs a stick off the ground and walks into the
woods.

60-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Paige, and Lloyd travel up the valley. Randal is behind them about thirty
yards.

                                   PAIGE
     And the penguin says no, no the porcupine has all the
     marshmallows.

                                   LLOYD
     but didn't the rabbit put out the fire?

Lloyd stops to examine a depression in the ground.

                                   PAIGE
     It's a joke. I do need to look for better material.

                                   LLOYD
     See What did I tell you last night.

                                   PAIGE
     I thought we settled that.

                                   LLOYD
     This is proof. It's a print. Very fresh.

He pulls out a measuring tape. He takes some dirt from the print and sniffs
it.

                                LLOYD(cont.)
     Rose? This doesn't...

                                   PAIGE
     Hey we're not going to go running off on anymore wild goose
     chases.

                                   LLOYD
     This doesn't convince you?

                                   PAIGE
     Should it? Look I'm not here to get a picture of you with big
     foot, or of Randal with a stupid sign. I just want to get through
     this and back to my car, and then to...

Lloyd runs off.

                                PAIGE(cont.)
     Hey where are you...

Randal approaches and collapses by Paige to rest.

                                   RANDAL
     That's odd why would he just run off like that?

                                   PAIGE
     I don't know why don't get along with him. Your allot alike...
     Your both nuts.

                                   RANDAL
     I am not.

                                   PAIGE
     Your trekking through the wilderness risking life and limb so
     that you can take a picture of a sign. A road sign.

                                   RANDAL
     It's a welcome sign, it shows that I've been there. It's not just
     a stop sign or something, there are only fifty of them.

                                   PAIGE
     Going to be forty nine.

                                   RANDAL
     Hmph.

Randal starts moving again.

                                   PAIGE
     You are nuts.

                                   RANDAL
     A guy needs to do something with his life.

                                   PAIGE
     My point exactly.

Randal doesn't take two steps when Lloyd comes out of the woods he is very
exited about something, but he holds it in.

                                   LLOYD
     I just looked about and... It's very difficult going. We need to
     go this way. It's... better.

Randal and Paige nod in agreement.

                                   RANDAL
     Um... yea... OK.

                                   PAIGE
     Yea OK but we could use a rest first.

                                   LLOYD
     In a bit, I think there is a good spot further up.

Lloyd starts to climb up What is definitely more difficult terrain.

61-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Lloyd leads Randal and Paige up some step and dangerous rocks. This is far
more difficult terrain than they were on.

62-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Lloyd Leads Paige and Randal through some trees. He pauses to examine a
patch of dirt. Then he smells into the air.

                                   LLOYD
     This is a good spot. Rest here.

Paige and Randal are tired and happy to sit down.

                                LLOYD(cont.)
     Over here. Rest over here.

Lloyd grabs them and sets them down by a fallen tree.

                                LLOYD(cont.)
     I have to...

Lloyd jumps over the tree Paige and Randal can't see him from their sitting
position. Randal and Paige don't care if they can see him until. Lloyd
starts beating a log against a tree. He growls and howls. Randal pokes his
head up to see What Lloyd is doing.

                                LLOYD(cont.)
     Get down.

Randal gets down.

                                   PAIGE
     What's he doing?

                                   RANDAL
     I have no idea, but I think it's time to go.

Paige ducks down even lower to look under the fallen tree. Lloyd does not
see her. He thumps his log against the tree some more. He growls and howls
some more. He tilts his head to the sky and lets out a terrifying shriek.
Paige sits back up.

                                   PAIGE
     I think you're right.

Paige turns to Randal.

                                PAIGE(cont.)
     Lets go.

Randal is gone. She looks for him but can't find him. His head pops out
from behind a tree. He motions her to follow him. Paige hurries to Randal.

                                   PAIGE
     Loony.

They head off leaving Lloyd to his growling and pounding. They move quickly
not slowing down until Lloyd is a faint distant noise. They go behind a
ridge.

                                   LLOYD
     Get the camera, take it now.

They don't hear Lloyd.

63-EXT-DAY-MOUNTAIN LAKE

Paige and Randal emerge from the woods on the shore of a mountain lake that
is surrounded on three sides by cliffs, rocks, and snow fields. Very
difficult terrain.

                                   RANDAL
     Maybe we should have gone back to the river.

                                   PAIGE
     We should go up that way.

                                   RANDAL
     That way looks easier.

                                   PAIGE
     Yea, but I think this way will get us away... there faster.

Randal starts off in the direction suggested by Paige.

64-EXT-DAY-SNOW FIELD

Randal and Paige climb up across a huge field of snow.

They look down into the valley to see a figure running toward them. They
begin to hike a little bit faster.

65-EXT-DAY-SNOW FIELD

Randal and Paige climb as quickly as they can up the snow.

66-EXT-DAY-EDGE OF SNOW FIELD

Randal and Paige approach some large boulders at the edge of the snow
field. Looking into the valley Lloyd is not in sight. Lloyd jumps out on
them.

                                   RANDAL
     Ah... Lloyd I thought we lost you. I mean I thought you were
     lost.

Lloyd slowly walks toward Randal and Paige. He says nothing.

                                   RANDAL
     Look were not going to run hid in the woods looking for some big
     foot, that's all you do isn't it run around there's some animal
     crap, Hmm... smells right, tastes even better. Oh hey there it
     is. No you jumped out on me. Do I look like big foot? Of course
     you are getting better, you found something with hair... Oops,
     Grizzly...

                                   LLOYD
     I just saw a big foot, Jack. I would have gotten my my photo if
     you hadn't run off.

                                   RANDAL
     I don't really care.

                                   PAIGE
     If you two start...

Lloyd leaps toward Randal garbing for his camera bag. Randal manages to
move and throw Lloyd. Lloyd doesn't let go and uses Randal's throw against
him launching Randal skyward. He hits the ground with a thud.

Randal gets up and tries to get away from Lloyd but slips and falls Lloyd
gets hold of Randal's ankle. Randal's face hits the ground. The bag comes
loose and slides away from Randal. Lloyd and Randal look at each other then
at the bag. Both leap forward. Randal gets to the bag first but can't stop,
he slides and tumbles down the snow field totally out of control. He
manages to gain control and stop himself just as he hits the edge of a
small thirty foot cliff.

Randal is hanging over the edge hanging on by his finger tips. Lloyd slides
down the snow following Randal's path. Lloyd is in total control as he
dives for and grabs Randal's foot, his shoe. Randal's grip fails. His upper
body falls. His hands wrap around the camera bag. All that is keeping
Randal from falling is Lloyds grip on Randal's shoe. The shoe with the
broken lace. The shoe slips. Lloyd can't get a better hold because he is
working so hard to prevent himself from going over the cliff.

Paige comes quickly down the snow field almost out of control. She gets to
where Lloyd is and sees Randal hanging from his shoes.

                                   LLOYD
     Grab the camera.

Paige reaches for Randal's hand.

                                   RANDAL
     No the camera.

Paige grabs for Randal's hand but he gives her the camera bag. She takes it
and sets it aside. Randal's hands are now free and he is able to grab onto
part of the rock face taking the strain off of Lloyd. Lloyd gets himself
into a better position and grip on Randal's leg. He pulls Randal up and
away from danger.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     Let me go you slug in a ditch.

Lloyd lets his foot go.

                                   PAIGE
     Are you OK?

                                   RANDAL
     I'm not dead.

Randal tries to get up and put some weight on his foot. It doesn't work.

                                   RANDAL
     Ahg.

                                   PAIGE
     Wow that's really swollen.

Lloyd checks out Randal's ankle. He grabs the foot and rotates it in a slow
circle. Randal bites his lip to keep from screaming.

                                   LLOYD
     It's not broken. Bad sprain. You'll have to make a splint.

                                   RANDAL
     Where is your first aid kit.

                                   LLOYD
     You need my first aid kit?

                                   PAIGE
     He needs your help.

                                   LLOYD
     I needed yours back there.

                                   RANDAL
     Not this again... OK were sorry, right Paige.

                                   PAIGE
     But you can't just...

                                   LLOYD
     Apology accepted.

Lloyd digs into his pack and pulls out a roll of duct tape and an ice ax.
Lloyd holds out the tape to Randal then pulls it away just as Randal is
about to grab it.

                                   LLOYD
     Give me your camera first.

                                   RANDAL
     No, we stick to the agreement. We'll take your picture...

                                   LLOYD
     You expect me to believe you. You don't believe me. Look I'm
     closer than I've ever been and you two just ran out on me. Was
     that part of our original agreement.

                                   PAIGE
     We can do this if we just help each other out.

                                   LLOYD
     I would have my picture if it wasn't for you two.

                                   PAIGE
     You can't just run around and shrieking and thumping trees and
     you expect us trust you.

                                   LLOYD
     This is unique. I just saw Bobby. And I've run across evidence of
     Ted, Joe, Bobby, Eunice, Rose

                                   RANDAL
     Evidence?

                                   LLOYD
     Yes evidence. The samples hair and scat. The pictures...

Randal starts to comment but is cut off by Lloyd.

                                LLOYD(cont.)
     We just saw some fresh tracks.

Lloyd looks to Paige. She just shakes her head and sighs. Lloyd pulls out
his map.

                                LLOYD(cont.)
     Right here. Look at the number and locations of big foot
     sightings and samples.

                                   PAIGE
     So What does this tell us. It's meaningless scribbling.

                                   LLOYD
     BS3 means I had a third class sighting of Bobby.

                                   PAIGE
     Third class?

                                   LLOYD
     I was within two meters and made eye contact.

                                   PAIGE
     Then?

                                   LLOYD
     Date and time. This means hair sample, foot prints, and...

                                   PAIGE
     OK these. J is Joe, T Ted?

                                   LLOYD
     U Eunice, R Rose.

                                   PAIGE
     This is amazing, Randal come look at this.

Randal can't move. Paige suddenly realizes this and moves the map to him.

                                PAIGE(cont.)
     There are four of them, here and here, and these two are... That
     was a mating call you were doing? Paige looks into Lloyd eyes.

                                   LLOYD
     Yes.

                                   PAIGE
     And it worked?

                                   LLOYD
     Yes... It's the chance of a lifetime. We need to get back down
     there.

                                   PAIGE
     Yes.

Randal can't believe his ears.

                                PAIGE(cont.)
     I mean no.

Lloyd can't believe his ears.

                                PAIGE(cont.)
     We don't have to go down there. They're coming up here.

                                   RANDAL
     We're being chased by big foot?

Paige checks the map and looks at it closely. Lloyd leans in close looking
over her shoulder.

                                   PAIGE
     Yes... No... If these dates are accurate?

                                   LLOYD
     They are.

Paige grabs Lloyds good shoulder and looks into his eyes.

                                   PAIGE
     They're migrating. Ted, Joe, Eunice, Rose, and Bobby.

Lloyd smiles.

                                   LLOYD
     This is great five sasquach right behind us in a confined space.

Randal frowns.

                                   RANDAL
     Five bigfeet? Bigfoots?

                                   PAIGE
     Pediatrist enormisisssss?

                                   LLOYD
     Yes, and there headed right for us?

                                   PAIGE
     Yes, and we'll be waiting for them.

                                   LLOYD
     Ambush.

                                   RANDAL
     Aren't we forgetting something?

                                   PAIGE
     Look their course brings them right here through this pass... and
     then.

                                   RANDAL
     What about my picture?

                                   PAIGE
     Exactly, we'll get your picture out of the way. Then you'll let
     us use the camera when we ambush the Sasquach right down here, by
     the road.

Paige looks to Lloyd for confirmation. Lloyd looks at the map then to
Paige. He nods his head in agreement.

                                   RANDAL
     So there migrating? Ambush em by the sign.

                                   PAIGE
     Amazing isn't it. I should have seen it earlier.

Randal winks at Paige

                                   RANDAL
     Paige, your amazing.

She smiles back.

67-EXT-DAY-MOUNTAIN PASS

Randal is limping up a rocky hill his ankle is taped up with Lloyds ice ax
to make a splint.

Paige, Lloyd, and Randal climb up over a rocky rise to tee mountains for a
far as the eye can see. Lloyd steps out in front of Paige and Randal
motioning to the mountains beyond.

                                   LLOYD
     Welcome to Alaska.

Paige steps forward next to Lloyd. Randal pushes his way through them.

                                   RANDAL
     Not till we get to the sign.

Randal continues moving. Lloyd pulls out his map and examines it with
Paige.

                                   LLOYD
     They can travel pretty fast but I think that we picked up some
     time coming the way we did. I think we can get ahead of them even
     more if we take this way down to the valley.

                                   PAIGE
     This is a cliff?

                                   LLOYD
     Yes.

Paige looks to see where Randal went to.

                                   LLOYD
     We'll have to rappel down but that...

Lloyd sees that Paige is distracted by something.

                                   PAIGE
     Randal.

Lloyd and Paige start moving quickly down the slope.

                                   PAIGE
     RANDAL, RANDAL.

Randal sticks his head out from behind a small rise.

                                   RANDAL
     Hey! I think I can see the road.

Paige and Lloyd change their direction to head for Randal. Randal looks out
again. He takes a few steps to get a better view.

68-EXT-DAY-EDGE OF CLIFF

Lloyd and Paige approach Randal. Lloyd pulls out his binoculars and scans
the valley.

                                   LLOYD
     It's the road.

Lloyd hands the binoculars past Randal to Paige. She scans the valley.

                                LLOYD(cont.)
     See the way the valley is laid out. They don't like the open two
     much so my guess is...

                                   PAIGE
     They'll cross right down there past that turn out.

                                   LLOYD
     Right.

Lloyd moves to the edge of the cliff and starts to set up his ropes. Randal
looks to where Paige is pointing.

                                   RANDAL
     The sign, I can see the sign. It's still there. What's the
     fastest way down?

                                   PAIGE
     Your looking at it.

Paige motions to the cliff before them.

                                   RANDAL
     What's the second fastest way down?

                                   PAIGE
     We've already talked this over. The best way to get ahead of them
     is to go straight down. We'll get your picture, then we get
     Lloyd's picture, and the biggest scientific breakthrough since...
     the Romans invented concrete... That's not a very good example...
     since... It'll be big.

Behind Randal and Paige is a silhouette of Lloyd pulling rope out of his
pack like a mad man. Randal looks to Lloyd and then down the cliff then to
Paige. Paige is tense.

69-EXT-DAY-SIDE OF THE CLIFF

Randal is in a makeshift harness just about to rappel over the side of the
cliff. Lloyd is checking the knot where Randal is tied in. Randal's bag is
lying next to Lloyds stuff. Paige is tightening up a real harness.

                                   LLOYD
     The most important thing about doing this. This is your break
     hand if you let go of the rope you will fall and die. Give it a
     try.

Randal looks down over the edge of the cliff and walks off the edge and
down the cliff. His knuckles are white from grabbing the rope so tight.

Several quick shots of Randal rappelling and growing in confidence.

Randal stops on a small ledge. The cliff continues down several hundred
feet. The rope continues about ten feet.

Paige is at the top of the cliff strapped in and ready to go. Lloyd checks
her harness and then gently touches her break hand. Paige smiles at Lloyd
and starts to Rappel down the cliff she is a little more confident from
seeing Randal rappel.

Randal watches from a small ledge as Paige comes down the cliff.

She quickly descends to Randal's position.

Lloyd confidently walks back over the edge of the cliff and quickly
descends toward Randal and Paige. He has Randal's bag with him.

Lloyd sets some protection into the rock, clips some rope into it and tugs
on it. It's good. Randal pokes his head over and checks it. Lloyd doesn't
need some one to check his work and gives Randal the evil eye.

Paige rappelling.

Randal rappelling.

Lloyd rappelling.

Randal's resting at the bottom of a pitch. His hand is getting sore, his
ankle is sore. Paige rappels down next to him on the ledge.

Lloyd fixing another line.

Lloyd rappelling

Randal rappelling

Paige rappelling

70-EXT-DAY-BOTTOM OF THE CLIFF

Lloyd rappels down to a larger ledge that is the bottom of the cliff. Paige
and Randal are waiting for him. Randal's confidence shows through a big
smile on his face.

                                   RANDAL
     So, how did I do?

                                   LLOYD
     I used to rappel that way...

                                   RANDAL
     Oh yea.

                                   LLOYD
     Then I learned the right way.

Randal's smile disappears.

                                   LLOYD
     I'm kidding. You need to learn to lighten up.

Randal puts on a fake smile.

                                   LLOYD
     Your sign is that way.

Randal's simile turns into a real one.

                                   PAIGE
     Your not coming down with us.

                                   LLOYD
     I'm going to head up that way and check the approach into the
     valley. I'll meet you down there.

Randal starts to head off.

                                   PAIGE
     We'll see you there.

                                   LLOYD
     Randal.

Randal stops and turns to Lloyd.

                                LLOYD(cont.)
     Save one picture for me. We're really close.

Randal smiles and continues down the hill. Paige follows him.

71-EXT-DAY-ALASKA BORDER

Randal and Paige run out of the wood onto a deserted road about one hundred
yards from the Welcome to Alaska sign. Randal spots the sign immediately
starts running toward it. Paige follows him.

Randal gets to the sign it is surrounded by orange cones and yellow
construction zone tape. A short distance away. A reporter and camera man
are setting up next their news van. A pick up truck is also parked near by.
Randal ducks under the tape and starts toward the sign.

                                   RANDAL
                  I think if you take it from over there.

Paige stops at the construction tape.

                                   PAIGE
     Your not supposed to be up there.

                                   RANDAL
     You mean the tape. Were just taking a picture.

A CONSTRUCTION WORKER steps up behind Randal.

                            CONSTRUCTION WORKER
     Your not supposed to be up here.

                                   RANDAL
     Yes I know but I just need to get a picture before you cut it
     down.

                            CONSTRUCTION WORKER
     You can take your picture from behind the tape.

                                   RANDAL
     I need a picture of me with the sign. It's going to Finnish off
     my collection.

Randal pulls out his collection from his wallet and shows it to the
Construction worker. She's interested.

                            CONSTRUCTION WORKER
     I'll give you one minute.

                                   RANDAL
     That's all I need.

Randal moves down to Paige and takes off his day pack. He opens it up. He
looks through it. He pulls some things out, his comb, electric razor, and
extra cloths.

                                   PAIGE
     What's wrong?

                                   RANDAL
     I can't find my camera.

Randal dumps everything out of his pack. His pack is empty, and no camera.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     Lloyd took my camera. He must have heard us planing. I thought
     you had him.

                                   PAIGE
     What are you talking about, What plan.

                                   RANDAL
     You know like I suggested.

                                   PAIGE
     I still don't know What plan your talking about.

                                   RANDAL
     You know tell him that the Big foots will be going by the sign.

                                   PAIGE
     I didn't...

                                   RANDAL
     I was only kidding, but you really took the idea and shaped it
     into something beautiful. You had me convinced for a while. I was
     sure Lloyd swallowed it.

                                   PAIGE
     He must have heard you talking, and then when I figured his
     map... I need to find him.

                                   RANDAL
     So do I.

Randal starts packing up his stuff that is on the ground. Paige is
impatiently waiting for Randal. The construction worker peaks out from
behind his truck.

                            CONSTRUCTION WORKER
     Times up.

Randal grabs the last few items off the ground and stands up to face the
construction worker. As he does his camera he drops his extra clothes from
the pack. The cloths hit the ground and come unbundled to reveal Randal's
camera.

                                   RANDAL
     We're going to need some more time.

                            CONSTRUCTION WORKER
     Times up. Unless you want to talk to the boss.

She indicates a man filling up a chain saw with gas. He has a cigarette
hanging out of his mouth.

Paige sees the camera.

                                   PAIGE
     Randal, your camera.

                                   RANDAL
     I'm coming, I just need to...

                                   PAIGE
     It's right there. By your feet.

Randal looks down to see the camera half wrapped in his shirt. Randal picks
it up and hands it to Paige.

                                   RANDAL
     All right, I think if you stand here it'll be great.

                                   PAIGE
     I think you owe Lloyd an apology.

                                   RANDAL
     Yea sure, but lets hurry up and get this.

Randal grabs his red and black checkered shirt and puts it on as he ducks
under the construction tape and starts toward the sign. He is stopped by
the construction worker.

                            CONSTRUCTION WORKER
     I told you your minute is up.

                                   RANDAL
     Yes, I know but I misplaced my camera and...

                            CONSTRUCTION WORKER
     Get out of here.

Randal tenses up.

                                   RANDAL
     If you don't... I don't understand why you can't...

                            CONSTRUCTION WORKER
     Insurance.

Paige grabs Randal's arm. Paige does a double take looking beyond the
construction worker into the woods. The construction worker turns to look.
Randal turns to look. Paige pushes Randal toward the sign.

                                   PAIGE
     Randal, Go!

Randal hobbles toward the sign. Paige pulls out the camera and gets ready
to take the picture. The construction worker sees Randal out of the corner
of her eye and realizes she's been had. She turns and dives at Randal. She
gets Randal by the foot Randal falls to the ground. Randal tries to crawl
free his hands reach the legs of the sign. He hangs on with all his might
the construction worker pulls on Randal's legs. The reporter sees the
commotion and grabs the arm of her camera man Bob.

                                  REPORTER
     Bob shoot some of this.

Bob leans down to look through the eye piece of the camera. He pulls his
eye away and looks to the front of the camera, the lens cap is on.

The construction workers boss approaches and grabs for Randal's hands.
Randal lets go the construction worker falls to her back. Paige waits.
Randal hits the ground hard the boss jumps on top of him followed by the
construction worker. Randal struggles to break free. He gets to his knees,
he's almost out. He looks to Paige, she's looking somewhere else. Randal
gets pulled back down. Lloyd comes out of the woods, he scans the scene. He
makes eye contact with Paige.

                                   PAIGE
     Oh good.

Lloyd runs straight for Randal and the construction workers. Randal looks
up and sees Lloyd running straight for him. Lloyd runs past Randal and
straight to Paige. He grabs the camera from Paige and continues running.

                                   RANDAL
     NO!

Paige looks back at Randal then to Lloyd. She runs after Lloyd.

                                   PAIGE
     Lloyd, we have to wait.

72-EXT-DAY-WOODS

Lloyd takes Paige a few hundred yards into the woods and stops crouching
down behind a large tree.

                                   PAIGE
     We can't do this... Randal.

                                   LLOYD
     It's just like you said it would be. I saw three of them moving
     this way.

                                   PAIGE
     How close?

Lloyd pokes his head up above the fallen tree.

                                   LLOYD
     About thirty yards.

                                   PAIGE
     You mean?

Paige sits up and looks over the top of the fallen tree. She sees a big
foot and is awestruck. Lloyd taps her on the shoulder and she ducks back
down.

                                   LLOYD
     We don't have much time.

                                   PAIGE
     They want to get through here as fast as possible.

                                   LLOYD
     Don't take it until I tell you.

Lloyd lets out a big foot growl. Paige and Lloyd wait in silence for a few
seconds. They look into each others eyes and smile as they here the return
growl from the big foot Lloyd looks up toward the sound then leaps up and
over the tree.

                                   LLOYD
     Ah ha.

Paige pops up to a standing position. Lloyd is standing next to a big foot
smiling for all he is worth.

                                   LLOYD
     Take it now!

Paige snaps the picture. The big foot grabs Lloyd, throws him away and runs
into the woods. Paige runs over to Lloyd who is lying on the ground.

                                   PAIGE
     You did it, You did it. You've got your proof, your picture. Wow.

Chain saws can be heard starting up.

                                   LLOYD
     Lets move.

73-EXT-DAY-ALASKA YUKON BORDER

The camera man signals the reporter.

                                 CAMERA MAN
     Ready in, five four, three.

His fingers count down two and one. The boss is in the background starting
to cut into the right sign post.

                                  REPORTER
     It's starting here with the sign that welcomes tourists to the
     state. The Governor has called it and all other unnecessary signs
     to be eye sores.

Randal stands up behind the reporter. He is tied up in yellow construction
tape.

                                   RANDAL
     It's not an eye sore.

The reporter is distracted. The construction worker walks by Randal pushing
him over as she goes by.

Paige and Lloyd run out of the woods and behind Randal.

The boss finishes his cut through the right support to the sign. Randal
turns to watch and sees Paige and Lloyd.

The construction worker steps up to meet Paige and Lloyd.

Lloyd grabs the construction worker and starts giving her an airplane spin.

Paige moves into position and holds up the camera.

                                   RANDAL
     Don't take it until I tell you.

The support on the left side is almost cut through. The boss moves to the
other post.

Randal limps toward the sign.

The boss stops cutting through the post on the right and sets down his
chain saw to confront Randal.

Lloyd has the construction worker over his head giving her an airplane
spin. He sets her back on her feet. The construction worker staggers and
falls. Lloyd staggers and falls.

Randal moves to confront the boss.

                                    BOSS
     Just step away from the sign and I won't have to hurt you.

The boss moves for Randal. Randal ducks and moves up next to the sign. The
boss falls to the ground. Randal turns to Paige.

                                   RANDAL
     Take it now.

Paige is down on one knee helping out Lloyd. She stands up to take the
picture... The construction worker stands up between Paige and Randal
blocking the shot. Lloyd comes from nowhere tackling the construction
worker. The shot is clear.

                                   PAIGE
     Now?

The boss stands up between her and Randal. The boss circles. Randal sticks
his head up over the construction workers shoulder.

                                   RANDAL
     wait till I tell you.

The boss grabs Randal and runs his head into the sign Randal stagers and
falls back to the ground. The boss ducks under the sign.

The boss pushes the sign to knock it down.

It creeks and snaps.

Paige watches.

The News crew watches.

Lloyd and the construction worker stop wrestling to watch.

The boss pushes harder. The sign starts to move. The post cracks some.

Randal watches the sign in horror. He's to far away to stop it.

The sign starts to fall. Randal steps up under the sign and pushes with all
his might to straighten it back up.

The boss sees the sign coming back up. He pushes back against it.

Randal struggles against the sign to keep it up. The boss struggles to
knock it down.

Randal looks to Lloyd who is still down but trying to get up.

                                   PAIGE
     Turn so I can see you.

Randal turns his head to see Paige is ready to take the picture. Randal
brings up his foot to kick the boss in the shin with his ice ax taped foot.
The boss lets go. Randal lets go of the sign and turns to face Paige and
the camera. He has a big smile on his face. A real smile.

                                   RANDAL
     Take...

Paige snaps the photo as the sign falls.

                               RANDAL(cont.)
     it now.

Randal ducks. The sign falls. The camera rewinds.

Lloyd and Paige run over to check on Randal.

                                   RANDAL
     You got it.

                                   PAIGE
     I got it.

74-EXT-DAY-ALASKA BORDER

A truck pulls away with the Welcome sign hanging out the back. Randal is
being interviewed by the news reporter. Paige is talking to Lloyd

                                   RANDAL
     ...and then there was the river, and the bear, I didn't think I
     was going to make it. But I did, as soon as I develop this roll
     of film the collection is complete. And then Lloyd got a picture
     of Sasquatch...

Randal looks into the news camera.

                               RANDAL(Cont.)
     Mom I did it.

The News Reporter then steps in front of Randal blocking him from the
camera, and then walks away from him. Randal tries to stay in the shot
behind her.

                                  REPORTER
     Reporting from the Alaska boarder I'm Holly Gram.

The news cameraman takes the camera away from his eye.

                                 CAMERAMAN
     That's It?

                                  REPORTER
     That's enough.

The Reporter and Cameraman walk back to there car.

Randal walks toward Paige and Lloyd. Paige sees Randal approaching and
walks over to meet him. She is carrying a sheet of paper.

                                   PAIGE
     Here is Lloyds address. He has a PO box and he said that if he
     doesn't get the picture and the negative. He'll find you.

Paige smiles and turns away.

                                   RANDAL
     Where are you going?

Paige turns back to Randal

                                   PAIGE
     Oh, Lloyd asked me, I asked if I could help him with his
     research.

                                   RANDAL
     Your not going to do your internship thing?

                                   PAIGE
     And sit at a desk doing paper work. This is real research, on big
     foot We have the potential to make some incredible breakthroughs.
     Ha, we just made an incredible breakthrough.

                                   RANDAL
     Well, OK then. Your going with him? I'll... keep in touch.

Randal starts to turn away but he stops himself and turns back.

                                   RANDAL
     I thought, didn't we both agree that he's...

Randal makes a crazy sign.

                                   PAIGE
     Yes I know he was.

                                   RANDAL
     He is.

                                   PAIGE
     Yea he is... was, but hey you can't argue with success.

                                   RANDAL
     I'm successful.

                                   PAIGE
     Hm... Oh the sign thing. This was your last one. Your
     collection... Yea good for you.

Lloyd walks up putting on his pack.

                                   LLOYD
     Hey.

Paige smiles and turns to Lloyd.

                                   PAIGE
     Hey.

Lloyd sniffs into the air. Paige sniffs into the air.

Randal watches as Lloyd and Paige run off into the woods. Randal is left
sitting alone at the side of the road.

FADE OUT

